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Disclaimer and liability discharge notice 
 
As a participant at the German Double Ultra Triathlon I oblige that all through the organizer Double Ultra 
Triathlon Emsdetten 2012 e.V. noticed rules at the announcement and at the competitition-conferenc will 
be accepted by myself. Further on I accept after visiting the competitionroute, including the changing area, 
the qualification for my competition participation. 
If I found security risks for myself, I will inform immediately the race-director. 
 
Further on I explain: 

1. I know and I accept, that I have the only responsibility for my personal possession and sport 
equipment during the German Double Ultra Triathlons and all including activities. 

2. I further make safe that I am physical fit, trained enough for this competition and my fitness for 
participation is attested through a doctor. 

3. I accept now, that I get medical help during the event if I’ll be hurt by an accident and / or by 
getting sick during the race when the eventdoctor means this is nessesary. In that case – maybe- 
I have to carry the costs for a medical attention by myself. 

4. Further on I allow, that my name and pictures through the press, for example for a televevision 
transmission, free of charge and unlimited will be used, if it’s in cooperation with the German 
Double Ultra Triathlon. 

5. Further on I exempt the organizer, the coordination and assistants of the German Double Ultra 
Triathlon from all claim for damages, if it’s not coverd through the legal liability. Including all 
indirect and direct damages as soon as all claims, that I or my inheritance or any other 
authorizized third person through suffered damage or in case of death can be made applicable. 
That will not be the fact if an injury will be gross careless or intentional acting through the 
organizer, coordinator and assistants. 

6. Further I declare all in point 5 named free of any liability in front of third persons, if this third 
persons are injuried in fact of my participation at the German Double Ultra Triathlon during the 
event. 
I know, that the participation at the German Double Ultra Triathlon contains danger and the risk of 
earnest damage till deadly accidents and property injury can not be excluded. 
 
Finaly I declare, that I have read this disclaimer and liability discharge careful and point by point 
and agree explicit with that tenor. 

 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

City / date 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

First name, surname of the participant in block letters 
 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sign 
 


